Harriet Hanson Robinson (1825-1911) began working as a bobbin doffer at a textile mill in Lowell, Massachusetts at the age of 10 to help support her widowed mother and family. Her job was to exchange full bobbins with empty ones on the spinning looms, a task she performed for fifteen minutes every hour, earning $2.00 a week. At age 11, when the mill workers went on strike over lowering wages she eagerly participated. After the strike ended, Harriet continued working and was eventually promoted to “drawing in girl” – the process of using long hooks to grab threads and draw them through the harness and reeds of a loom after the warp threads have been loaded. Harriet continued to work at the mill until she married. In her later years, Harriet actively participated in the Women’s Suffrage Movement.

My Inspiration
The prints and colors of Harriet’s Handwork were inspired by Harriet, and by an antique quilt in my collection dating to 1820-1840.
A stitch in time saves nine
moda
beautiful reds and browns
KIT 31570

BNP 181/BNP 181G  Gather Round  64"x64"

BCD 803/BCD 803G
Hot for Chocolate - Pink Sweethearts  52"x62"

BCD 803/BCD 803G
Hot for Chocolate - Hearts in White  52"x62"

BCD 802/BCD 802G  Harriet’s Thimbles  44"x60"
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31570

- 38 Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton

JR’s, LC’s, MC’s and PP’s include two each of 31573-11 & 12
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